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It is shown that any set of three lattice points in n-dimensional Euclidean space R” tiles the 
lattice 2”. An example is given of a set of cardins?%y 4ti -2[$] which dots not tile 2”. 
Let 2” denote the set of all lattice points of R”, i.e. the points x = (x,, a . . , x,,) 
where x1,. . . , x, are integers. The subset of 2” consisting of all such points with 
x19 . . . . x, > 0 will be denoted by Zn+. Let G,, be the group of isometries of R”. 
Clearly G,, contains the orthogonal group 0, and the translation group ‘I”, and is 
generated by their union. 
Now let S and T be subsets of Z”, and H a subgroup of G,. We say that S tiles 
T under the group H if there exist elements h, E H such that T is the disjoint 
union of the sets h,(S) = {h,(x) 1 x E S}. If H = G,, we say for brevity that S tiles 
T. In this paper we prove that every set of three points of Z” tiles Z”. We also 
show that there exists a set S c 7,” of cardinality 4n - 2[&] which does not tile Z”. 
2. Tke case n = 1 
Tilings of Z and Z, under the translation group T1 have been extensively 
investigated [l], [3]. Much less is known about tilings under the full Euclidean 
group G1. (Of course any set which tiles Z, also tiles Z.) It is natural to begin the 
study of this problem by investigating tilings of Z, by finite subsets S. If (S(s2, 
then S clearly tiles Z, under T,, and hence also under G1. But when ISI = 3 it is 
known that S tiles Z, under T1 if and only if the elements of S are in arithmetic 
progression. The following theorem shows that the situation is quite different 
when the full group G, is allowed. 
Theorem 1. Every set S c Z with ISI = 3 tiles Z+. 
Proof, Without loss of generality, let S = (0, a, a + is}, where a and 6 are positive 
integers with a s 6. Put S’ = (0, 6, a + 6); then S’ is a reflection of S. We have to 
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prove that Z, is the disjoint union of translates of S and S’. To show this, we 
recursively define triples (x,, ynr z,,) of non-negative integers as follows: 
(1) (x,9 y,, 2,) = (0, a, Q + b). 
(21 L‘l is the least non-negative integer not contained in the set 
A,={x 19 ’ l l 9 X”, y,, l l * , y", 21, l . . , Zn}. 
(3) z,,+,=x~+,+a+b. 
(4 Y,+a is the smaller of the two numbers x~+~ + a and x,,+~ + b which is not 
contained in A,,. 
To justify part (4) of this definition we must show that x,,+~ + a and x,,+~ + b are 
not both in A,. We will in fact prove that x,,+~ + bd A,,. Since the sequence 
1 x1, XfT X39 . . . , } obviously increases monotonically, we cannot have &+r + b = xk9 
where k s ps. Suppose that x,, 1 + & = yk9 where k :d n. Since by induction yk = 
X& f a or yk = xk i- 6, and SinCe a G 6, we have & > yk - b = x,+ 1, a contradiction. 
Suppose finally that x,, , -t b = zk, where ? G n. Then Xk + a = (zk - a - 6) + a = 
tk -6 = x,,+r. Since x~+~ & Ak, We have by induction yk = & + U, and thus yk = 
x n + I q a contradiction. 
From the fact that x1 < x2 < x3 C . . . , it follows at once that z”+~ is greater than 
any element of A,. Combined with the above remarks, this implies that the sets 
{x”, y,, z,,) are pairwise disjoint. Each of them is a translate of S or S’, and their 
u&n is obviously Z+. This completes the proof. 
We now show that the algorithm defined in the proof of Theorem 1 actually 
rcmdts in a tiling of an interval [0,3m - l] of Z+, where 16 m G 2a+b-2. First of 
all, if we set A,, = $3, then the starting rule (1) for the algorithm can be regarded 
as the result of applying rules (2), (3) and (4) with n = 0. Next we define two more 
sequences of sets, B, and C,. If n 3 0, we define B, = [0, z,+,]\ A,, and C,, :L 
B, -&I+,, where for any set W and integer, t, W+ t denotes the translate 
w E w) of W by t. We note in particular that B. = Co = [0, a + b]. Our 
object is to prove that 8, = [x,+ 1, z,,,+,] for some m with 1 s ry s 2a+b-2. For 
thenA,=[O,x,,,+I- II7 which means that the union of the first vz triplet (Xi, yi, Zi) is 
the interval [0, x*+1 - I]. (This of course implies that x,,,+~ - 1 = z, = 3m - 1.) 
Since x,, + l is the least non-negative integer not in A,, we have B,, c_ [x,,,,, z,+J, 
and therefore C, c [0, a + b]. Moreover it is clear that x,,+~ 4 A,, and z,,+~ 4.A,, 
and we saw in the proof of Theorem 1 that G+~ + bg! A,. Therefore B,, contains 
the three integers x~,_~, xntl + 6, and z~+~ :y ~~+r  a + 6. This in turn means that C,, 
contains 0, b and a + 6. Since C, E [0, a 1-61, there are therefore at most 2a+b-2 
possibilities for C,. So among the sets C,, (0 G n G 2a+b-2), at least two must be 
equal, say CP and Cq. We will show that his implies C,+* = C,+r and (if p, q >O), 
C- = C4_,’ This S)~OWS that Cp+i = Cq+i for all integers i, positive or negative, as 
lo:,’ as p + 1. q + i =4. In other words the sequence C,, C1, . . . , is purely periodic 
with a period m s2a+b-2. In particular C,,, = [0, a + b], and hence B,,, = 
I X m+ I* 2 m+l 9 ] completing the proof. 
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It remains then to show that C, L1 = Cq+l and &I = C4+ This is equivalent to 
showing that if B4 is a translate DL BP, then J3q+ 1 and &-I are translates of BP+, 
and BP+ respectively. Suppose that B4 = BP + t, where t > 0. Then in particular 
x4+1 = Xp+l + t (since x~+~ and x~+~ are the least elements of BP and B4 respec- 
tively). Since 2, =~,+a+6 for all tz, we have z4+1= t+zp+l. Moreover x,+,+b~ 
B4 if and only if xP+l + 6 E BP, and therefore by rule (4), we have y4+1 = yP+l + t. 
This implies that 
from which it follows that x~+~ = x~+~+ t. In turn this yields z~+~ = z~+~ + t, and 
finally Bq+l = BP+* + t. The proof that &_I = BP-1 + t if p, 4 > 0 is entirely analog- 
ous, so will be omitted here. 
Remark 1. Let 3f(a, 6) be the length of the smallest interval tiled by the above 
algorithm. (Here the “length” of an interval I = [u, u]” where u, u E Z, is by 
definition ZJ - cd + 1, i.e. the number of lattice points in 1.) Our analysis shows that 
f(a, 6)s2a+b-2, but it appears to be actually much smaller in general. First of all, 
if (a, 6) = d, it is almost immediately seen that f (a, 6) = df(a/dv 6/d). This reduces 
the study of f(a, 6) to the case where (a, 6) = 1. At\ easy calculation shows that 
f(l,b)=b+l if 6 is an odd integer greater than one, and otherwise f( 1,6) = 6. It 
takes a little more work to show that f(2,b) = 26 if 6 = 3 or 5, while f(2, El = 
26 + 2 if 6 is an odd integer greater than 5. The analysis becomes more 
complicated as a increases, but it seems to indicate the possibility that f(a, 6) = 
0(a6). 
Remark 2. The algorithm does not always yield the smallest interval which can be 
tiled by S. For example if S = (0, 1,s) (so that a = 1, 6 = 4), the algorithm yields 
the successive triples 
S=(O, I,% S+2={2,3,7}, S’+4={4,8,9}, s’+6={6, Is!, 11). 
These four sets cover the interval [0, 111, so f( 1,4) = 4. However, the threz sets 
S = (0, 1,5}, S’+ 2 = {2,6,7} and S + 3 = {3,4,8} cover the smaller interval [0,8]. 
Very little is known about the function &a, 6), where 3&a, 6) is the length of the 
smallest interval which can be tiled by S. 
Remark 3. There exist four-element subsets of 2 which do not tile Z+. For 
example A = (0, 1,3,4} is such a set, since A is its own reversal, and the integer 2 
is not contained in any translate A + t with A n (A + t) = 0. Another example is 
given by B = {0,2,3,5}. The two examples differ significantly in that B tiles 2, 
while A does not. 
Remark 4. It is known [l] that a finite set S tiles Z, under the translation group 
T1 if and only if S tiles some interval under T1. Whether or not the same is true 
for tilings under G, is an open question. 
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The case n = 2, Here the most natural sets to try to tile are 2*, Z$, and the half 
space 
Clcnrly if A tiles Z”,, it tiles 2, x 2, and if B tiles 2, % 2, it tiles 2’. We begin our 
discussion with two-element sets. 
TI4e0renr 2. fj S C 2* anal rSl= 2, then S tiles Zf . 
Roof. Without loss of generality, let S = {(O(O), (a, 6)) where a and b are 
non-negative integers. If 6 = 0, we can tile the non-negative x-axis with S; this in 
turn obviously tiles Z”,. We proceed analogously if a = 0. If a and 6 are both 
positive, we note that the set 7’= {CO, b), (a, 0)) is congruent o S under G2. The 
set R = S U T consists of the four corners of a rectangle, and it is quite easy to see 
from this fact that R tiles Z’, under T2. 
TIneorem 3. If S c Z* and ISi = 3, then S tiles Z, x Z. 
Roof. Without loss of generality. let S = ((0, 0), (a, b), (c, d)}, where a, b, c, d are 
non-negative integers. Suppose first that 0, a, and c are distinct. Then the 
translates S+(O, f), where IE 2, are pairwise disjoint, and their union consists of 
the three vertical ines x = 0, x = Q, and x = c. It is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1 that the union of these three lines tiles 2, X 2. If 0, b, and d are 
distinct, we can proceed analogously and obtain a tiling of 2% Z,, which is 
congruent o 2, ~2 under G2. T312 sets S which fail to satisfy either of these 
conditions are of the form: ((0, 0), (a, 0), (0, d)}. In this case, S is congruent under 
G, to the set T = ((2ca, d), (a, d), (2a, 0)). The translates (S U T)+(q t), where 
s ( a, and 8 g t <: d, are pairwise disjoint, and their union consists of all the 
lattice points of the rectangle R whose vertices are (0, 0), (3a - 1, 0), (6,2d - l), 
and (3~4 - 1,2d - 1). This set in turn obviously tiles 2:. This completes the proof. 
Rem-. Our proof actually shows that every 3-element subset S of Z2 tiles 
Z, x 2 under the subgroup H c Gz generiated by Tz and reflection in the origin. 
The question as to whether every 3-element set SC Z2 tiles Z”, is still open. 
However, r here certainly exist 4-element sets S c Z2 which 30 not tile Z:. For 
example, S = {(- 1, 0), (0, I), (0, -l), (0,B :) is such a set. To see this, we note that 
the only subsets of Z* congruent o S arc translates of S, and that no such 
translate situated in Z,+ can contain the origin. As a matter of fact, S does not 
even tire 2, x 2, since it is easy to see that (0, 0) and (0,2) are not contained in 
disjoint translates of S lying in 2, x Z. 
It is conceivable, however, that all subsets of Z2 of cardinality ~5 tile Z2. This 
is certainly true for polyominoes, i.e. “sookwise connected” sets, as has been 
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noted by S. Golomb [Z]. 0n the other hand, there exist 6-element subsets Sc 2” 
which do not tile 2*. For example, 
S = H-1, (9, (0, l), (0, -l), (0, I), (-1, -I), (I, 1)) 
is such a set. Indeed if n E S, then at least one of the four “neighbors” x =t (1,O) 
x i(0, 1) is also in S. The same property clearly extends to any congruent 
image of S contained in Z*. Therefore the origin (0,O) is not contained in any 
such congruent inage disjoint from S. 
3. The case na3 
For simplicity of exposition, we will confine our discussion of the case n 3 3 to 
tilings of 2”. 
Theorem 4. Every 3-element subset S of 2” tiles Z”. 
Proof. If the points of S lie on a line I, then by Theorem 1, S tiles the lattice 
points of 1. These lattice points, in turn, tile Z”. 
If the points of S are not collinear, they span a plane 13. ‘[he lattice points of II 
form a set A which is affinely equivalent o Z2. It follows readily from the remark 
made after the proof of Theorem 3 that S tiles A. Since A clearly tiles Z”, the 
proof is complete. 
Theorem 5. If fl is even, there exist subsets S c Z” of cardinality 3n which do not 
tile Z”. If n is odd, there exist such subsets of cardinality 3n + 1. 
Proof. ZCuppose first that n is even. Let S consist of the 2n points 
*(l,O ,..., O),*(O,l,..., 0) ,..., *(O,O ,..., l), 
together with the n points 
*(l,l,O,O ,..., O,O),*(O, 0, 1, 1, . l . ,o, O),.. . . ,A(O, o,o, 0,. . . , 1,l). 
Thus ISi = 3n. In any tiling of Z” by S, we can assume without loss of generality 
that one of the tiles is S itself. Then the origin (0, 0, . . . , 0) must be contained in 
another tile S’ congruent to S. Now every “nearest neighbor” of the origin is in S. 
Moreover if x E S, then one of the nearest neighbors of x: is also in S. This 
property is invariant under isometries, so it also holds for S’. Thus both S and S’ 
contzin a nearest neighbor of the origin, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that n is odd. Let S consist of the 2n points 
l (l,O ,..., O),*(O,l,..., 0) ,..., *(O,O ,..., l), 
the n - 1 points 
*(l, l,O,O,. . . , 0,0,0),*(0,0,1,1,..., O,O,O),..., 
*(0,0,0,0,...,~,~,0), 
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and the two points (0,. . . , 0, f 2). Then iSl= 3n + 1, and the proof that S cannot 
tile 2” is exactly the same as the one given above for n even. 
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